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 oming Home From COVID:
C
After contracting COVID-19,
hospice nurse Thomas Lentz
spent more than 3 weeks fighting
for his life in WCH’s Intensive
Care Unit. Read about how the
support of loved ones and the
care of an experienced team
helped bring him home again.

www.woosterhospital.org
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W
 alking Free of Pain: From
shoeing horses to bicycling
to serving as a hospice
chaplain, Bob Grover’s hips
have carried him through
a lot. When severe pain
threatened to take it all away,
WCH’s Dr. Joseph Borruso
guided him through the
process of a successful
hip replacement.

 e did it Again: WCH
W
has been recognized as
one of America’s 100 Top
Hospitals by Fortune/IBM
Watson Health for the third
year in a row, and for the
sixth time total! Read more
about why we were ranked
the top of all Medium Sized
Community Hospitals, the
most competitive category
of the awards.

 ifesaving Behavioral
L
Health Services: Jodi joined
the WCH Behavioral Health
Outpatient Program with
severe depression. Find out
how she gained new skills,
lasting relationships, and a
more positive outlook with
the kindness, support, and
education she received
in the program.

Bob Grover likes to say he went from
“working on soles to working on
souls.” As a farrier turned pastor and
hospice chaplain, it was the “soles”
that finally did him in. Twenty-five
years of squatting under horses and
a bad auto accident 10 years ago
had left his right hip in shambles. But
after Dr. Joseph Borruso replaced
his hip, Bob credits working as a
horseshoer in adverse conditions for
his high pain tolerance that aided his
recovery. Life had come full circle and
this side of surgery “is so much better,”
says Bob.
Like many joint replacement candidates,
Bob lived with pain and denial for
several years before deciding on
surgery. After years of working on
hard surfaces, jogging for fitness
and contending with the aftereffects
of the accident, Bob found himself
struggling to participate in “normal
activities.” In January of 2019, while
vacationing with the family, Bob
realized he was spending as much
time in his hotel room as he was with
the family at Disney World because
of the pain. It hurt to climb stairs. It
was agonizing getting out of a chair
after sitting for a while. He needed
to lean on the shopping cart for
support while at the grocery store.
He couldn’t throw his leg over his
bicycle anymore. Enough was
enough. Bob contacted Dr. Borruso.

ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALISTS

Dr. Joseph
Borruso
Orthopedic
Surgeon

For additional information or to
schedule an appointment call

330.202.3420

WALKING

At first, Bob thought he
was just dealing with lower
leg pain. But after injections and
physical therapy didn’t help, an x-ray
showed the hip had deteriorated.
“Wear and tear is the most common
reason for hip replacements,” said
Dr. Borruso. However, “inflammatory or
traumatic conditions can contribute.”
Dr. Borruso operated on Bob and
replaced his worn-out hip with a
“ceramic component." The wear rate
for this on the plastic polymer linear
has been shown to be the lowest.
Bob had therapy at home for two
weeks and then replaced the walker
with a cane and continued his therapy
at HealthPoint. Here he worked mainly
with Brian Musselman, PTA. “We had
a blast,” said Bob. “Brian made therapy
fun. But I was tickled to deal with all of
them.”

Bob took a liking to Dr. Borruso as
well. “He was very accommodating
and congenial and answered
any questions I had. He explained
everything and gave me my best-case
and worst-case scenario.” Fortunately
for Bob, because of his high pain
tolerance and work ethic, he was
best-case scenario.
In just over a month, he was given the
“all clear” sign and had no limitations
on his physical activity. “I really have

Continued on p7
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"I woke up [after being on the ventilator],
realized I was in the hospital, and
wanted to get up and walk out! At
first it wasn't sinking in how long I'd
been there and how sick I was,"
says Thomas. His nurses patiently
explained the situation to him.
An entire team had been working
to save his life during his ICU stay.
"Thomas’ recovery can be attributed
to a specialized and cohesive team
that included: physicians; nurses;
patient care assistants; respiratory
therapists; physical, occupational,
and speech therapists; dietitians;
case managers; social workers;
pharmacists; chaplain; and Thomas’
family,” says Karen Steiner, Intensive
Care Unit Director. “The team met
each day to discuss Thomas’ progress,
challenges and goals of care."

When Thomas experienced changes to his breathing, his
spouse, Rolland, insisted on going to the WCH emergency
department. Testing confirmed that he was positive for
COVID-19.

Part of the ICU protocol includes a
detailed diary of a patient's journey.
ICU nurse Danielle Knoble (Dani),
implemented the daily diary concept
at WCH to help keep patients and
families updated on their condition
and ongoing care. Even when Thomas
could not communicate, the diary
allowed staff to develop and nurture
a personal connection with their
patient. "Research has shown
that ICU diaries reduce patients'
post-traumatic stress disorder,
anxiety and depression following
discharge," says Steiner.

The WCH emergency team quickly determined that
Thomas had pneumonia. "Their response was great," says
Thomas. He was transferred to the Intensive Care Unit
(ICU), where he spent 24 days, 16 of them on a ventilator,
fighting for his life.

Even though there were visiting
restrictions due to the pandemic,
hospital staff were able to use
technology to keep Thomas' family
involved with his daily care. This

"Everything happened really quickly," says Thomas Lentz, a
float nurse with Ohio's LifeCare Hospice. It started with a
fever and extreme fatigue. “All I wanted to do was sleep.”

Front Line Hospice Nurse
Recovers from
Coronavirus

"I don't remember those days," he
says. "I had these dreams of people
coming in and out and checking on
me. They tell me it was touch and go
for a while."

included using an iPad for faceto-face interactions. Rolland was
pleased with the staff daily reports
and was able to keep the rest of
Thomas’ family and friends up to
date.
Thomas eventually was transferred
from the ICU to the hospital's medical
surgical unit for further recovery, says
Stacey Beun, Director of Medical
Surgery. "We were able to provide
him with a large corner room with
lots of windows for a change of
scenery," she said.
Dr. Catherine Sementi, Physician
Director of the Wooster Community
Hospital Inpatient Rehabilitation
Unit, cared for Thomas prior to his
discharge. She was impressed with
the ICU team's dedication and holistic
approach. "At Wooster Community
Hospital, patients are treated like
people and not a diagnosis, and the
staff work not only with the patient,
but with the family," says Sementi.

Blog
WCH

STAY INFORMED
and CONNECTED
with WCH Health System
Visit our WEBSITE PAGE
and READ our BLOG
TOPICS

"Our staff felt honored to be able to
be a part of Thomas' recovery," said
Beun.
That intersection of patient, hospital,
family and community is crucial in
challenging times. "The community
has been very supportive of the
hospital," says Dr. Sementi.
Thomas credits the quality care he
received at the hospital, along with
his loved ones’ prayers and support,
for his recovery. "The caregivers and
staff – everyone was great," he says,
grateful to be back in the familiar
comfort of his own home.
"The staff was overjoyed to be a part
of Thomas’ care and recovery and
to see him return home after such a
long, critical illness," says Steiner.

www.woosterhospital.org/blog
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We did it Again
Having been recognized as one of America's
100 best hospitals by Fortune/IBM Watson
Health for the third consecutive year, Wooster
Community Hospital may just be the best
performing medical facility in the country,
reasoned Bill Sheron, president and CEO.
"This year, we were ranked at the very top of all
'Medium Sized Community Hospitals,' which is
the largest and the most competitive of all of the
five categories considered," Sheron said.
This marks the sixth time Wooster Community
Hospital has earned the Top 100 distinction
from IBM Watson Health. IBM Watson Health
said it identified the top hospitals from a rigorous
evaluation of 3,134 short-term, acute care,
non-federal hospitals in the U.S. The annual list
recognizes excellence in clinical outcomes,
operational efficiency, patient experience and
financial health. IBM Watson Health said it
established the list to help identify best practices
that may help other healthcare organizations
to achieve consistent, balanced and sustainable
high performance. The annual list
was unveiled on Fortune.com in June.
"Being the Number One hospital in our size
category is remarkable," Sheron said. "We
believe this is the most objective, balanced and
prestigious quality award any hospital can win.
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One of America’s 100 Top Hospitals
It considers not only how strong your
performance is in comparison to
other U.S. hospitals, but it also
demands that you continue to
perform better over time. It's a
team award that we are all proud to
achieve. The fact that we have now
won this award a total of six times
– including the last three years in
a row – is a clear and resounding
testament to the work done by our
outstanding staff and our continuing
commitment to improving patient care.”

"Our aggregate score was 99.9," he
said. "Getting better year over year can
be a challenge when we're already getting the highest scores in the country.
We feel like we're at the top of our
game."

To earn the award, hospitals are
judged on performance metrics like
how quickly they get people through
the emergency room, survival rates,
patient complications, healthcare
associated infections, mortality and
hospital-wide readmission rates,
length of stay, per patient expenses,
profitability, and from patient satisfaction.

• Large community

"Those are all things that we grade
ourselves on all the time."
Wooster Community Hospital's category
leading score was an improvement
over last year, Sheron said.

The IBM Watson/Fortune Top 100
hospitals were divided into the
following five categories:
• Major teaching
• Teaching

• Medium community
• Small community

Sheron said the recognition
demonstrates Wooster Community
Hospital’s ongoing commitment to
prioritize patient-centered care,
particularly during this very disruptive
and challenging time.
“Hospitals, health systems and
the dedicated clinicians and staff
who work at these organizations
have emerged as true heroes of

the Covid-19 pandemic, and we are
grateful to be able to recognize these
extraordinary leaders at this time,”
said Kyu Rhee, MD, vice president
and chief health officer, IBM Watson
Health. “From small community
hospitals to major teaching hospitals,
organizations on this list demonstrate a
relentless commitment to high value,
patient-centered care and innovation.
It is clear that the Covid-19 crisis will
be a catalyst for reinvention, and we
believe these top performing hospitals
are positioned to emerge stronger
and smarter out of this crisis.”
Wooster Community Hospital's Top
100 distinction is something the
whole community can be proud of,
Sheron said.
"People in our community can be
confident that when they need
medical care, they have an excellent
hospital to go to," he said. "We're not
a large, urban facility, but we can
handle more than 90 percent of all
medical needs."

Nationally Ranked. Locally Devoted.
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THIS IS

WHY.

Spotlight
Service

WCH Foundation

A gift to Wooster Community Hospital truly is an investment
in your family’s health care. Your gift helps assure the
highest quality medical care is available when, and where,
you need it most.
It provides for better, more timely medical responses to your
needs, and helps keep us on the cutting edge of medical
practice and technology.
By giving, it allows more of you, throughout treatment and
recovery, to remain closer to home, family and support
systems. And, to look forward to a superior patient experience.
That’s why. Because your family, now and for generations
to come, deserves it.
For more information or to discuss a gift, please contact
Angela Rincon, Director of Development, at
330.263.8701.

C A R D I O VA S C U L A R S E R V I C E S
Always Here for You 24/7. Exceptional Local Heart Care
The Cardiovascular Institute at Wooster
Community Hospital aims to provide superior care,
prognosis, and quality of life for cardiovascular patients in
Wayne and surrounding counties. We are proud to be an
accredited Chest Pain Center. The accreditation means
WCH has a competitive advantage through proven reputation
for delivering excellent cardiovascular patient care.

Since 1996

Board-certified cardiologists and professional clinical
staff, operating as Wooster Heart Group, provide local,
convenient heart-health services for adults aged 18 and
older. Services include:
■ Diagnostic testing
■ Cardiac rehabilitation

It represents…

■ Implantable devices, including stents and pacemakers

■F
 aster treatment

■ Vascular lab and blood flow screening
■ L ife-saving interventional cardiology

■ B
 etter prognosis
■ Better quality of life

For additional information or to schedule an appointment

Call 330.202.5700

Bob Grover Continued from p2
to give Dr. Borruso kudos,” he says.
“I experienced a great turnaround
and recaptured normal life again.”
Dr. Borruso said Bob’s recovery
and turnaround is typical for a hip
replacement patient. “Weight bearing
is started immediately, and patients
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start physical therapy the day of surgery.
Normal activity can be expected
after one has recovered. With the
advancement of Robotic technology
acquired by Wooster Community
Hospital, implant positioning and leg
length can be accurately reproduced
for every patient’s individual needs.”

Bob’s advice to anyone experiencing
pain. “Get it looked at. Don’t prolong
the agony by thinking it will get
better on its own. Things are so much
better this side of surgery.”

Nationally Ranked. Locally Devoted.
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WCH Behavioral Health Outpatient Program a

Lifesaver

"I want people to know about this
program," said Jodi. "Without it, I
probably would've ended up in the
hospital. Or worse. It's a lifesaver."
The area resident openly and
generously shared her personal journey
in order to raise awareness of the
difficulties and stigma faced by those
experiencing mental illness; and to
help spread the word about Wooster
Community Hospital's Behavioral
Health Outpatient programs.

Making a

Difference

Patients who completed the
treatment programs at Behavioral
Health in 2019 reported:

92% 

r eduction in suicidal
thoughts



59% 

reduction in depression

56% 

reduction in anxiety

70% 



62% 
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r eduction in repetitive
thoughts and behaviors
reduction in anger

www.woosterhospital.org

"I have high blood pressure, so I take
medication for that," she said. "If my
brain doesn't make enough serotonin, there are medications for that
too. Let's erase the stigma of mental
illness."
Jodi came to the program with severe
depression. "I was absolutely miserable,"
she shared. "My medications weren't
working. I didn't want to hurt myself,
yet I didn't care if I lived or died."
She explained that the experience of
mental illness goes well beyond the
physical. "There are the things you
keep inside that you think no one
understands," said Jodi. "They
understand it here [at WCH]."
She described the program as
overflowing with kindness from the
moment she arrived for her intake
appointment. "I was scared, but they
were so happy to see me and so
kind. They talked with me and not
at me. They emanated positivity and
hope. I felt safe."

Being treated with respect made a
big impact on Jodi. "I battle depression
and anxiety," she said. "I wasn't ever
judged for that or made to feel less
than." She explained that the program
teaches positive coping skills that
continue to carry her through her days.
Treatment at the Behavioral Health
Outpatient Program utilizes both
group process and individual
counseling. Clinical Manager,
Stephanie Freeman, explained that the
groups include a lot of experiential,
hands-on activities, called adventure
therapy. "We have a lot of fun in
therapy," said Freeman. "It is a unique
aspect of our program." The groups
offer participants an opportunity to
practice new real life skills and coping
mechanisms. Jodi was surprised and
delighted by the playfulness of the
groups and found it to be a productive
and memorable way to discover and
learn.
Much care also goes into discharge
planning to insure a smooth transition
back to work and family. "I was very
nervous about returning to my job,"
said Jodi. "They helped me make a plan."

Welcome

For Jodi, her experiences with the
WCH Behavioral Health Outpatient
Program continue to be a big part
of her life. "I carry my maintenance
plan with me and refer to it when I'm
having a bad day."

Dr. Gabrielle Prokop
OB/GYN/Women’s Health
Bloomington Women’s Care

Additionally, the program brings
the participants close in a way that
often fosters lasting friendships. Jodi
regularly meets some of her fellow
group members for coffee. "It's so
wonderful to have someone you can
talk to who understands what you've
been through."
Jodi hopes that sharing her experience
may encourage others to seek help.
"If just one person reads this and
calls, it was worth it," she said. "I love
this program. I was seeing only the
negative instead of the positive. They
helped me to change my mindset
and turn that around. I can't stress
enough to anyone out there–there is
no need to suffer," said Jodi. "You can
get help. You just need to be honest,
open-minded and willing and this
program works. I'm in such a good
place now."
Anyone can schedule a no cost
intake interview with the Wooster
Community Hospital Behavioral
Health Outpatient Program; referral
from a physician is not necessary.

Contact WCH Behavioral
Health today for an appointment.
Beall Professional Center
1685 Cleveland Rd
Wooster, OH 44691

Statistics gathered by the program
based on measurable diagnostic
criteria consistently point to a high
330.263.8710
level of success. "You get individual
counseling, group, psychiatry, nursing
www.woosterhospital.org/
and family support under one roof,"
behavioralhealthservices
said Brandon Massullo, Director of the
Behavioral Health Outpatient Programs.

Contact Bloomington Women’s
Care today for an appointment.

330.202.5662



www.woosterhospital.org/
bloomingtonwomenscare

Gabrielle Prokop, MD, is excited to be part of the Wooster Community
Hospital Health System and *Bloomington Women’s Care as OB/GYN.
“I am really looking forward to getting to know my patients throughout
their entire prenatal care and getting the opportunity to deliver [their
babies],” says Dr. Prokop. “That's a very unique experience that we as OBs
get to have, to be part of one of the biggest moments of their lives.“
Dr. Prokop was in high school when she knew she wanted to go into
medicine. Growing up in Marietta, Ohio, she developed a passion for
providing care in smaller, rural communities. She graduated summa cum
laude at Kent State University, then received her medical education at
Northeast Ohio Medical University College of Medicine.
After delivering a baby in medical school, she chose to specialize in
obstetrics and gynecology. “[That delivery] was one of the most amazing
experiences I could have possibly imagined,” says Dr. Prokop. “I was like,
‘I absolutely cannot live without getting to do this every day.’”
Dr. Prokop moved to Wooster with her husband, John Prokop, DO, who
recently joined the team at Milltown Family Physicians. “Every day [my
husband] comes home and talks about how amazing the community is
and how amazing the patient population is,” says Dr. Prokop.
In her spare time, Dr. Prokop and her husband enjoy hiking, such as
Cuyahoga Valley National Park. At home, she enjoys oil painting, reading,
and playing with their two cats.
*As an affiliate of Wooster Community Hospital Health System, Bloomington
Medical Services (BMS) is a multispecialty physician practice that also provides physician
management services. Our community benefits from BMS provider services such as
urgent care, family medicine, hospitalists, endocrinology, general/vascular surgery,
orthopedics, cardiology, internal medicine, home helpers, endocrinology, plastic &
reconstructive surgery, neurology, cancer care, pulmonary and obstetrics and
gynecology specialties.
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BloomingtonOrthopedic
Bloomington
OrthopedicSpecialists
Specialist
Contact Bloomington Orthopedic
Specialists today for an appointment.

330.202.3420

www.woosterhospital.org/
bloomingtonorthopedicspecialists

Welcome

Dr. Marcus Newton, Spine Surgeon
Welcome spinal surgeon Dr. Marcus
Newton to *Bloomington Orthopedic
Specialists. Dr. Newton relocated
from Oklahoma to join Dr. Borruso,
Dr. Chicorelli and Dr. Yu
“I love what I do,” Dr. Newton says.
“I long to help people, because that’s
what I do, and that’s who I am.”
He has practiced medicine since
1988. During medical school, he
took an elective clinical rotation in
orthopedic surgery and “fell in love
with it right off the bat,” he says.
After a competitive orthopedic surgery
internship at Doctors Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio, Dr. Newton completed
several residencies in Texas, including
the Texas Back Institute in Dallas
where he focused on spinal procedures.
He advanced his spinal expertise
further at the University of Iowa,
where he completed a fellowship in
spinal reconstruction.
Dr. Newton looks forward to serving
the Wooster community and helping
WCH establish a spinal surgery
program to keep surgeries and other
spinal treatments in the area, rather
than referring patients to Cleveland

Dr. Newton and Lulu (dog)
photographed with daughter
Catie, son-in-law Jacob, and
grandson Whitaker.
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or Columbus. “I think I’m going to be
busy real fast,” he says.
He primarily chose Wooster to be closer
to family. His daughter Katie and her
husband, who work for The College of
Wooster, recently had a baby boy. His
son Cody also lives in Wooster, and his
daughter Christy will be moving to the
area with her daughter.
Dr. Newton is excited to spend his
free time with his children and
grandchildren. As a golfer, he also
looks forward to enjoying the local
country clubs and plans to try fishing
at Lake Erie.
“I like Ohio,” Dr. Newton says,
remembering his internship in
Columbus. “And I’m looking forward
to spending time with my grandkids.”
*As an affiliate of Wooster Community
Hospital Health System, Bloomington
Medical Services (BMS) is a multispecialty
physician practice that also provides
physician management services. Our
community benefits from BMS provider
services such as urgent care, family
medicine, hospitalists, endocrinology,
general/vascular surgery, orthopedics,
cardiology, internal medicine, home helpers,
endocrinology, plastic & reconstructive
surgery, neurology, cancer care, pulmonary
and obstetrics and gynecology specialties.

Welcome back

Bloomington Internal Medicine
Contact Bloomington Internal
Medicine today for an appointment.

Dr. Loren Kirchner, Internal Medicine
Welcome back Loren Kirchner, MD,
a board-certified Internal Medicine
Specialist. He will be joining
*Bloomington Internal Medicine
to work alongside Drs. Efewongbe
Oleghe and Doug Brown.
Dr. Kirchner previously worked
at Pomerene Hospital in Holmes
County. He has also worked with
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation as
a hospitalist admitting to WCH. He
graduated from Northeastern Ohio
Universities College of Medicine
(NEOMED). Dr. Kirchner is a
Colonel in the United States Army
Reserve, where he served several
deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan,
providing medical and trauma care.
Dr. Kirchner is passionate about
lifestyle medicine. This field of
medicine uses scientific research to
determine what individuals can do
to improve their own health, such as
better nutrition, exercise, and smoking
cessation. Dr. Kirchner notes that
COVID-19 cases tend to be most
serious in patients with underlying
conditions, including poor nutrition
and low physical activity.

Dr. Kirchner
while Serving
in Texas.

330.202.3477

At Bloomington Internal Medicine,
Dr. Kirchner aims to promote health

education and encourage patients to
make better lifestyle decisions. This
can empower patients, so they don’t
have to “just accept that they have
medical problems,” he says.

www.woosterhospital.org/
bloomingtoninternalmedicine

“Our goal is to minimize the need
for medication, and to help people
realize that there’s a lot of things they
could be doing besides take another
pill,” Dr. Kirchner says. “My goal of
this is to help people see that light,
so to speak.”
Dr. Kirchner also practices what he
preaches. He and his wife, Mabel,
live on a 30-acre farm, where they
enjoy home canning and gardening,
including raising pawpaw fruit in their
orchard. When he has the time, Dr.
Kirchner enjoys a variety of outdoor
activities, including hiking and fishing.
The Kirchner’s also spend quality
time with their daughters, Mabel and
Cynthia, and several grandchildren.

*As an affiliate of Wooster Community
Hospital Health System, Bloomington
Medical Services (BMS) is a multispecialty
physician practice that also provides physician management services. Our community
benefits from BMS provider services such
as urgent care, family medicine, hospitalists, endocrinology, general/vascular
surgery, orthopedics, cardiology, internal
medicine, home helpers, endocrinology,
plastic & reconstructive surgery, neurology,
cancer care, pulmonary and obstetrics and
gynecology specialties.
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Welcome

TO THE WOOSTER COMMUNIT Y

Dr. Ryan Chenevey

I Ophthalmology

MEDICAL SCHOOL: Boonshoft School of Medicine, Wright State University
RESIDENCY: Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center
Wooster Eye Center I 3519 Friendsville Road I 330.345.7200

Dr. Kelly Kubiak

Spotlight
Service

I Podiatry

MEDICAL SCHOOL: Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine
RESIDENCY: Western Reserve Hospital
Foot & Ankle Center of Ohio I 365 Riffel Road, Suite A I 330.345.5500

Dr. Christina Miller

I Obstetrics & Gynecology

MEDICAL SCHOOL: Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine
RESIDENCY: Aultman Hospital Obstetrics and Gynecology
Wooster Obstetrics & Gynecology I 546 Winter Street, Suite 100 I 330.345.2229

COMPREHENSIVE
CANCER CARE
Wooster Cancer Care is dedicated to bringing hope
and healing to patients with cancer or blood disorders.
Recognizing that every cancer diagnosis is unique, WCH
provides a combination of services that address your
specific needs. Our all-encompassing cancer team
includes:
■ Patient navigators and financial counseling

Dr. James Miller

I Obstetrics & Gynecology

MEDICAL SCHOOL: University of Medicine and Health Science
RESIDENCY: Aultman Hospital Obstetrics and Gynecology
Wooster Obstetrics & Gynecology I 546 Winter Street, Suite 100 I 330.345.2229

■ Medical oncologists, surgeons, and oncology-certified
nurses
■ Nutritionists
■ Pathologists and radiologists for accurate diagnosis
■ Pharmacy services

Elizabeth Steiner, CNP

I Certified Nurse Practitioner

SPECIALITY: Family Practice
EDUCATION: University of Cincinnati
Milltown Family Physicians I 128 East Milltown Road, Suite 105 I 330.345.8060
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Contact Wooster Cancer Care
today for an appointment

■ Cancer support Services
In collaboration with The James Cancer Network at
The Ohio State University, Wooster Cancer Care brings
advanced oncology and hematology care to Wayne
County residents. Find Wooster Cancer Care in the
outpatient pavilion of WCH’s main campus.

330.262.2800



www.woosterhospital.org/
woostercancercare
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WCH Foundation
1761 Beall Avenue I Wooster, OH 44691

WCH 02846 090820

THIS IS

WHY.
WCH Foundation

A gift to Wooster Community Hospital is an investment in
your family’s health care. Simply because you really are
why we’re here. To assure ever-more advanced care stays
closer to home, for faster interventions and better outcomes.
Opportunities to help us continue that mission, through
philanthropy, include:
• Area of Greatest Need
• Beaverson EMS Fund
• Cancer Care Programs
• Cardiovascular Institute Programs
• Community Care Network
• Continuing Nurse Education
• COVID-19 Relief Fund
• Emergency Department
• Intensive Care Unit
• Labor and Delivery Program
• Wound Center
• Footprint Campaign
• Sapphire Legacy Society
• Naming Opportunities
For more information or to discuss a gift, please
contact Angela Rincon, Director of Development,
at 330.263.8701.

